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1 Marriage Gone Bad  

  Topic:  Conflict of Interest (Disclosure, Conflict of Interest) 
  Characters:  Tom Doer, CPA at Good CPA Firm Inc. 

    Charles Smith, Attorney at Smith, Dorsey, Walters, a client 
 
Charles Smith, a high-profile family law attorney, has been a tax client of Good CPA Firm for 12 years. He 
has worked with Tom Doer every year for his tax return filing and has a good friendship with Tom, often 
engaging him to consult with clients that he is representing for divorce.  
 
Tom has worked with Charles throughout the years and had him as a client during his previous divorce with 
Jennifer Smith, who is currently a client of Good CPA Firm. Four years after divorcing Jennifer, Charles met 
his new love, Ashley, a wonderful lady with emotional problems from what Charles told Tom. He says that 
she is caring, loving and kind-hearted, and that her great qualities exceed her emotional problems, so he 
decided to marry her only a year after dating.   
 
In January 2017, 16 months after marrying Ashley, Charles called Tom as his trusted CPA and friend to 
inform him that he has filed for divorce. He tells Tom that the divorce should be finalized soon since it’s a 
non-contested divorce, and if Ashley calls, just to ignore her call. He told Ashley that Tom is a small time 
CPA who prepares the tax return as a favor to Charles, and he doesn’t have much information to provide. 
Tom asks, “Why would Ashley call?” Charles says that she might want a copy of the tax return, but not to 
provide it to her because she doesn’t need to know how much money he has earned in previous years. 2015 
is the only year that has been prepared as married filing joint with Ashley as the spouse. 
 

Ashley calls Good CPA Firm and leaves a message for Tom, and the next day he returns her phone call. 
Ashley informs Tom that she and Charles are getting divorced and she wants a copy of the 2015 tax return 
that was filed joint, and further informs Tom that she has never seen the return that was filed. Further, she 
tells Tom that if she doesn’t get a copy, she will contact the IRS to file a complaint. Tom tells Ashley that he 
will have to pull the file from storage, being that it’s a prior year, and will be in touch in the next few days.   
 

Tom calls Charles and informs him that he had a conversation with Ashley and she is threatening to call the 
IRS. Tom asks Charles if Ashley reviewed the tax return and signed the electronic signature authorization 
forms and firm engagement letter, and Charles’ reply is, “Of “course, she did.” Charles says, “Tom, don’t 
worry about her; she has emotional problems and takes medications prescribed by her psychiatrist so the IRS 
or anyone else would never believe her.” Tom asks Charles if Ashley has an attorney representing her, and 
Charles says, “Of course, she doe; I paid for her to hire an attorney. As a divorce attorney, I throw people 
under the bus all the time Tom – do you think I would get a divorce without making sure Ashley has 
representation?” 

 

Four days later, Ashley calls Tom and leaves another message asking for the 2015 tax return. Tom calls and 
informs Charles that he should provide a copy of the return to his wife, or else he will provide her with a 
copy. Charles says, “Tom, wait until next Thursday to call her back and provide a copy of the return. She is 
desperate for money and should agree to the alimony proposal this week, and once she does, we will 
practically be done.”  
  



 

2 The SBA Loan  

 Topic:  Financial Statement Preparation (Misrepresentation of Facts) 

Characters: Dave Price, Owner of Price Design LLC, and Price Construction &                              
              Development, LLC 

DJ Sims, Enrolled Agent, Sims Accounting & Tax Services, Inc. 
 

Dave Price, a two-year client of Sims Accounting & Tax Services, Inc., is in deep tax debt to the IRS, owing 
$232,000 in back taxes for tax years 2010-2017. He retained Sims Accounting & Tax Services, Inc. in 2016 
for tax preparation and guidance to help get his books and finances in order and reduce his tax liability 
because he feels that he has been paying too much in taxes.  
 
Dave informs DJ Sims of all his tax problems, and tells DJ he is operating his main business, Price Design 
LLC, an architectural firm, as a sole proprietorship, and he has just started up a Price Construction & 
Development, LLC, so he can generate additional revenues by building the homes he designs for his high net 
worth clients, such as professionals athletes, singers and entertainers. He sees the opportunity to triple his 
income by building the homes, instead of only designing the architectural plans. He tells DJ that both 
businesses are sole proprietorships, and that there must be a better way to operate and reduce his tax liability.  
 
DJ prepares the 2015 tax return as Schedule C for both businesses since there is only five weeks until the 
October 15 extension deadline. He has a discussion with Dave about filing to convert both Limited Liability 
Companies to S Corporations, which Dave agrees with, and sees the opportunity to reduce his tax liability. 
During this conversation, DJ explains to Dave the reasonable officer compensation regulations, and the 
importance of paying himself reasonable officer compensation during the year, as he earns income from each 
business.  
 
DJ prepares and files the S Corporation application for both companies at the end of 2015, and the IRS issues 
the approval in March 2016. Dave is pleased and sees the opportunity to reduce his 2015 $83,000 tax bill. He 
begins gathering his 2016 business bank statements and personal tax information to provide DJ for preparing 
the tax returns that are on extension. Upon reviewing the bank statements, DJ informs Dave that the fee to do 
12 months of bookkeeping and preparing the corporate tax return for each business will be $4,950, of which 
$750 is for the S Corporation tax return and $350 per month is for bookkeeping to prepare financial 
statements since Dave has no formal books. Dave asks, “Why is the monthly bookkeeping fee so much?” DJ 
explains that his architectural company has two bank statements with hundreds of transactions each month, 
and his construction company has four bank statements with a lot of transactions. Dave understands and tells 
DJ that he would like to begin with the work and asks DJ if he can pay him monthly installments of $2,000 
per month for five months, upon completion of the bookkeeping and tax returns. Being a nice guy and 
wanting to take care of his new client, DJ agrees to get paid $2,000 per month in five monthly installments. 
DJ completes the bookkeeping and gets the tax returns filed on Oct. 15, 2017. A few weeks later, DJ emails 
the invoices to Dave, expecting payment. In January 2018, upon returning to the office from the holidays, DJ 
realizes that Dave has yet to make a payment and calls him asking for payment. Dave says he will drop off a 
check for $2,000 next week.  
 
Dave stops by the office the following weeks to drop off a check, and while there, he tells DJ that he is in the 
process of getting funds together to pay off the IRS in full and asks if he can talk to the IRS and get some of 
the penalties waived to save him some money. DJ informs him that due to his repeated non-compliance 
issues of seven years, it’s very unlikely the IRS will waive any penalties.  



 

3 Dave says, “How about doing a negotiation to settle for a small portion of what I owe? I’ve  
heard some of my friends negotiate their tax bills, so why can’t I get a deal?” DJ explains to Dave  
that the offer-in-compromise program is very specific, and he won’t qualify due to the income he earns  
and the equity he has in his home and retirement accounts. Dave understands and says that he will bring a 
certified check next week for the full amount owed so DJ can deliver it to the IRS and make sure it gets 
applied correctly, so that they can issue a lien release. He also tells DJ that he needs the liens released very 
quickly because he is working on a $500,000 SBA line of credit so he can pay off the $232,000 hard money 
loan he obtained to pay off the IRS. Having been in the lending business years ago, DJ understands and 
assures Dave that he will do everything possible to make sure the liens gets released once he delivers the 
payment to the IRS.  
 
Next week, Dave has one of his staff drop off the $232,000 check to be delivered to the IRS. Dave gets the 
payment delivered and obtains a proof of delivery. He follows up with the IRS to make sure the liens are 
released since his client has paid the tax balance in full. 
 
Four weeks later, in the middle of March, Dave calls DJ and tells him the SBA lender needs a 2017 Profit & 
Loss Statement and Balance Sheet and YTD financial statements for 2018. He tells Dave that he threw some 
numbers together on his QuickBooks and provided the lender a 2017 and 2018 Profit & Loss Statement for 
both companies, and the only thing he needs DJ to take care of is providing the balance sheets. DJ asks, “Did 
you already do the bookkeeping for 2017 for both companies, because we certainly haven’t done anything, 
and you haven’t provided any bank statements for us to work with?” Dave tells DJ, “I did some quick 
bookkeeping and provided the Profit & Loss Statements, and the lender said they look good, so if you can 
just get me the balance sheet for each company, they can get the loan closed in the next two weeks, which 
would really help me since this hard money loan is killing me.”  
 
DJ explains that he can’t provide balance sheets without doing bookkeeping for 2017 and 2018 because 
balance sheet information carries forward each year and ties into the Profit & Loss Statement. He also 
explains to Dave that when the numbers don’t match and make sense, the lender might get suspicious and 
construe the financial statements as fraudulent. DJ explains to Dave that he has lending experience, and that 
what he has done may create a problem. He further tells Dave that upon providing the lender with a correct 
Profit & Loss Statement and Balance Sheet, the lender will probably begin to ask questions and his loan will 
get declined. Dave urges DJ to just prepare the Balance Sheet for each company so he can get the loan 
closed, which will help him pay off the $232,000 hard money loan and get his financial situation in a better 
position. He tells DJ, “Let’s give the lender what they want so I can close the loan, and I then I will have 
money to also pay you the balance I owe you.”  
  



 

4 Wage Earner or Business Owner? 
 Topic:  Tax Return Preparation (Accurate Return, Full Income Disclosure) 

 Characters: Susie Chan, Tax Preparer, Chan’s Tax Services LLC 

   Tom and Jane Young, Client 
 
In the middle of March, during peak tax season, Susie Chan receives an email from a prospective client, Tom 
Young, asking how much it cost to prepare their 2017 tax return. Susie is excited to see her new website 
working for her, and quickly replies, asking Tom a few questions to make an assessment as to the type of 
return filing they have so she can provide an accurate quote. Susie doesn’t like to change up on her fee once 
she provides a quote to a potential client, so she tries to make a good assessment of the service that they 
need.  
 
After a few emails back and forth, Susie tells Tom that if all they have are his two W-2’s and his wife Jane 
not working, she can prepare their tax return for $200. Tom replies that they are interested in proceeding and 
schedules an appointment for him and Jane to meet Susie at her office.  
 
Tom and Jane come prepared with their tax documents, hoping to make it easy for Susie to prepare the tax 
return. While conducting the interview and reviewing Tom’s two W-2’s, she notices that he earned $31,000 
between the two jobs in 2017. Susie asks Tom and Jane if there is any additional income and asks them if 
they own a home or rent. Tom tells Susie that they are renters and live paycheck to paycheck, trying to make 
ends meet and provide a stable environment for their 4-year-old daughter. During the interview, Tom tells 
Susie that they recently received a letter from the IRS, making changes to their 2015 tax return, and they 
don’t understand what the problem is. Tom provides the letter for Susie to review, and in reading the letter, 
she notices the IRS is proposing changes to the return to include income reported on a 1099-K from eBay.   
 
Susie informs Tom and Jane of the changes and asks if they own an online business, since there is 1099 
income reported by eBay. They tell Susie that they don’t really have an online business; they just sell their 
daughter’s used items throughout the year, as she grows out of them. Susie is skeptical since the 1099-K for 
2016 reported income is for $19,876, and the 2017 1099-K is for $22,134. She asks Tom and Jane how long 
they have been selling their daughter’s used clothing, and how much they sell the items to generate the 
money reported on the 1099-K statements. Tom and Jane inform Susie that they have been doing it for two 
years, so they can make some extra money, and while it’s not a business, they don’t want to have problems 
with the IRS, so they don’t mind claiming what is reported on the 1099-K as income.  
 
They ask Susie, “If we claim this as income, can we deduct expenses? We did spend money to buy the 
clothing and toys, but didn’t keep the receipts since it’s for personal use.” How much can we deduct for cost 
of goods sold? And, what about deducting the miles we drive to stores to buy the clothing and going to the 
post office to ship the packages? Can you also deduct what you think is appropriate for cell phones, since we 
use them to talk to people who buy items from us, and is there any deduction for a home office that we can 
take since we do all the work at home?”  
 
Tom asks Susie, “What kind of deductions are we allowed, and how we can get the income reported on the 
1099-K lower, so we don’t pay a lot in taxes for personal items that we sell. Susie, we read your bio on your 
website and decided to have you prepare our tax return since you are an expert. We want someone like you 
who is on the news and knows what deductions we can take with our situation. What do you suggest we 
deduct?” 
  



 

5 Electronic Filing Decision  
 
  Topic:  Tax Return Filing (Filing Return without E-File Consent Forms) 
  Characters: Amanda Schultz, Tax Client 

    Patrick Griffin, Mutual Friend 

    Dan Sullivan, Enrolled Agent (Speedy Tax Filing Inc) 
 
Amanda Schultz has been a repeat client of Speedy Tax Filing Inc, owned by Dan Sullivan. She was referred 
to Dan in 2015 by Patrick Griffin, a mutual friend and client of Speedy Tax Filing Inc who has referred over 
a dozen clients. Patrick asked Dan if he could prepare his girlfriend’s tax return, and he would pay the 
invoice. He agreed to prepare Amanda’s tax return in 2015, and she has remained as a client since. 
 
In 2017, Amanda sold her rental property located in midtown Atlanta, where property values have escalated 
significantly the last few years with a thriving economy. Amanda mentioned that she sold the two-bedroom 
condo overlooking Atlanta’s Skyline for $575,000, but has not paid any quarterly estimated tax payments. 
She said that she has money saved up to pay her tax liability, but prefers not to give the government her 
money before than it’s necessary to do so.   
 
She emailed Dan on October 13, apologizing for not sending her documents sooner, but she has been 
extremely busy at work and will send them soon. On October 14, she emailed Dan, again, telling him that 
she is almost finished with gathering all her documents and she apologized again for the delay. On October 
15 at 7:30 p.m., as Dan was electronically filing the last few tax returns, he received an email from Amanda 
with her tax documents. While he was not happy about the last-minute preparation, he quickly prepared the 
tax return, knowing that Amanda would have a big tax liability, and sent her an email with a secure file 
containing the tax return and instructions on the pages that she needs to sign and send back so they he can 
file her tax return electronically for the deadline. He informed her in the email that she owes $34,670 to the 
IRS and $9,330 to the State of Georgia, and that she needs to review the tax return and call the office if there 
are any questions to discuss. 
 
At 10:00 p.m., Amanda emailed Dan, telling him the return looks good, and that she is out having dinner 
with Patrick, and upon arriving home later, she will send the signed electronic signature authorization forms 
and the firm engagement letter. Dan stressed the urgency of getting the signed authorization disclosures to 
file the tax return, and Amanda said, “I will send the forms when I get home later, but go ahead and file the 
return. The money is in the bank account to pay the balance due in full. Thanks for your awesome work Dan; 
you are awesome!” At 11:50 p.m., Dan had not received the signed disclosures from Amanda and she had 
not replied to the two follow-up emails. 
  



 

6 S Corporation Election 
Topic:   Client Services 

Characters:   Steve Sanders, Second-year staff accountant in small CPA firm 

Jake Jackson, One of the firm's partners 

Tracy Simmons, Client  

Steve graduated from college about a year and a half ago, and has been progressing rapidly as a staff member 
of a local CPA firm. Now, in Steve’s second year at his firm, one of the partners has just stopped by to visit 
with him about a tax return Steve had prepared several months earlier. While looking at the client’s file, Jake 
– the partner – happened to notice that the firm should have filed Form 2553, S Corporation Election, with 
the 2016 tax return, the first-year tax return filing for their client Tracy. Steve noticed the 2016 tax return in 
last year’s file prepared as an S Corporation and proceeded to prepare the 2017 tax return the same way. 
Having not filed the S Corporation Election would affect Tracy’s tax liability, since she operates her business 
as a single member LLC. Now, the client faces a significant additional tax burden for tax year 2016, 2017 
and 2018.  

“It’s not really your fault, Steve,” said the partner. “This was an election that should have been filed before 
you got assigned to the client, and I wouldn’t have expected you to have discovered the issue. I was out of 
town, and the return simply slipped through our review process without the election attached to the tax 
return. Now, it’s too late, but I hate to see the client have to pay all this additional tax because of our 
mistake. Of course, she’ll never realize what happened unless we tell her, but maybe we can avoid the 
problem entirely.” 

“Here’s my idea,” the partner continued. “I’d like you to prepare the election and attach it to our file copy of 
the return. Then, we’ll prepare this year’s return as if the election had been filed on time. If any questions 
come up, we’ll pull out our file copy, show it to the client and suggest that the election must have been lost 
during processing at the IRS. Give it some thought, and I’ll get back to you in a couple of days.” 

As the partner leaves, Steve is already nervously reviewing the conversation. Although thankful for some 
time to think, he is concerned that this could be a “no-win” situation. He has a sense of loyalty to the firm, 
and he doesn’t want the client or anyone else to suffer for the mistake. On the other hand, he has misgivings 
about complying with the partner’s suggestion. 

  



 

7 Whatever Happened to All Those Credit Slips? 

Topic:    Violations of Internal Control 

Characters:   William Dalton, President of Dalton Enterprises, Inc. 
Chauncy Dalton, VP of Finance and future President  
Tim Johnson, In-charge CPA 
George Smerlas, Controller 

Tim Johnson, CPA, is the senior in-charge on an audit of a medium-sized ($20M in assets) client, Dalton 
Enterprises, Inc. This client is a family-owned and operated corporation. Mr. William Dalton (67 years old) 
is the president, who micromanages all aspects of the business except the finance area, which he leaves 
entirely to his son, Chauncy, who has been newly appointed as the vice president of finance. Chauncy, 
recently graduated with an MBA, and majoring in finance, is responsible for administering all the financial 
and accounting aspects of the business, including the appointment of the auditors. Chauncy replaced Herb 
Castle, who retired after 30 years with the organization. As controller, George Smerlas reports directly to 
Chauncy. 

The audit report has never circulated outside the organization. The report provides a basis for the tax return 
that George prepares. It also provides Mr. Dalton with supplemental schedules, including comparative aging 
schedules and a detail comparative listing, along with the changes in all of the general ledger accounts. Mr. 
Dalton used the audit report, along with the management letter, for administrative control purposes. 

While analyzing the travel and entertainment expenditures, which were substantially ($20,000) higher than 
last year’s amount, Tim noted that most of the increase was attributable to payments made on Chauncy's 
behalf. The supporting documentation for these expenditures was very sketchy and, in most cases, the only 
documentation was a check request initiated by Chauncy. All other T&E expenditures, including the modest 
payments on Mr. Dalton’s behalf, were properly documented. When queried about this documentation 
problem, George acknowledged that the company’s policy of having the immediate supervisor of the person 
requesting payment for T&E approve the voucher were circumvented here. But, considering the 
circumstances, George was not concerned about the problem. When asked about the $25,000 travel advance 
due from Chauncy, George replied, “He signed your confirmation request acknowledging the amount due, 
didn’t he?” 

Tim decided to discuss the problem of lack of approvals and documentation with Chauncy.  Chauncy's 
response was to questions why the auditors would be skeptical of his honesty and motives here. He also 
stated that it was typical of “bean counters” to pursue areas that are of little significance, while ignoring areas 
where efficiency could be improved. He ended the interview by asking, “What are we paying you guys for 
anyhow?” 

All other audit areas and financial statement disclosures are deemed satisfactory. 

  



 

8 Conflicting Clients 

Topic:   Auditing (Confidentiality, Misrepresentation of Fact) 
Characters:    Jennifer Grace, First-year member of her CPA firm’s                                                 

              Management group 
       Tom Ward, CFO of Fantastic Developments, Inc., Client 

While reviewing the current-year audit working papers of Coshocton National Bank (CNB), the engagement 
manager, Jennifer Grace, noted something curious. In the working papers related to loan valuation, Jennifer 
saw that the commercial loan of Fantastic Developments had been randomly selected for confirmation, but 
that Fantastic had not responded to either the initial or second confirmation request. The audit staff disposed 
of this “loose end” by alternate procedures: examining cash collections (which had become somewhat 
sporadic) and vouching to underlying loan documentation, including a set of recent (unaudited) financial 
statements that showed Fantastic’s solid financial position and operating profitability. 

Jennifer noted this reference to Fantastic Developments because this private company was also a client of her 
firm. In fact, Jennifer had served as the audit senior on the prior-year audit of Fantastic. She knew that the 
company had been struggling for a couple of years and had experienced recurring operating losses. Her 
knowledge of Fantastic did not reconcile with the discussion in the audit working papers related to the 
financial statements furnished to the bank. 

When Jennifer contacted Fantastic’s CFO, Tom Ward, and inquired about the company’s apparently 
miraculous turnaround, he was noncommittal and unhelpful. Tom replied that business had picked up. He 
apologized for not calling Jennifer’s firm himself because he had been so busy, and then he told her that 
Fantastic had decided to engage another CPA firm for its accounting and auditing needs. Although confused, 
Jennifer obviously couldn’t reject the possibility that this abrupt dismissal was a direct consequence of her 
inquiry. As a result, Jennifer wonders whether the financial statements that Fantastic furnished to the bank as 
a basis for a loan application are fraudulent. The bank apparently has no such suspicion, however.  

Survive the Year 

Topic:    Asset Valuation/Write-Downs 

Characters:   Chris, new controller of a small construction company 

Robin, CEO of the same company 

Chris, a CPA and formerly a staff accountant for a large public accounting firm, is the new controller for a 
small construction company that employs 60 people. The company is now facing tough times in light of a 
downturn in the construction industry. 

Both Chris and the CEO, Robin, know that the collectability of a material receivable from Ender Corporation 
is in doubt. Just before year-end, Chris goes in to talk to Robin. Chris says, “Ender has real problems. The 
word on the street is they won’t last the year. We need to adjust the allowance for the Ender receivable.” 

Robin replies, “If we do that, we're not going to look good, and the auditor may have to mention our shaky 
financial position. If we don’t get a clean opinion, we won’t get the bank loan we’re applying for, and we 
might be out of business, too, by this time next year. This loan is really important to us. If we can just 
weather this downturn, I know business will pick up.” 

Back in the controller’s office, Chris ponders what can be done to help Robin and the company. Chris 
remembers the past years working in public accounting, and is certain the auditor would want to know about 
Ender’s difficulties. 



 

9 Cash in Hand 

Topic:  Revenue Recognition/Misrepresentation of Fact by Client 

Characters:  Heather Hunter, Senior in CPA firm 

“Buzz” Thompson, Owner/manager of Fashion First 

Sandy, Part-time bookkeeper of Fashion First 

In addition to the usual mix of compilation, review and audit clients for which Heather Hunt serves as a 
senior in a small office of a regional CPA firm, she has been assigned a new client that recently engaged the 
firm. Fashion First, an incorporated retail outlet, is a thriving local store. The business is run by a single 
owner/manager, “Buzz” Thompson, who makes all major decisions. The business has not previously used 
the services of a CPA firm. In addition to preparation of financial statements, the CPA firm will handle tax 
returns for the business. 

At her first visit to the client’s office, Heather is introduced to Sandy, the part-time bookkeeper who is also a 
full-time accounting student at the local university. At a subsequent meeting, Sandy confides to Heather that 
she found the job at the beginning of the semester after an extensive search. Sandy really needs the money to 
help finance her education and feels lucky to have found a good paying job during the current economic 
downturn. Feeling that Heather is someone she can talk to and get advice from, Sandy describes a situation 
that has been on her mind for some time now.   

Sandy’s concern relates to the handling of sales revenues. When monies from sales revenues are counted and 
deposited on a weekly basis, a chart is filled out, with categories carefully delineating the type of payment: 
cash, checks, American Express or Visa/MasterCard. After depositing the weekly total, Sandy’s employer 
brings this chart back with his own written-in total of the actual amount deposited. 

After looking over some of these weekly deposit chats, Sandy noticed that $500 cash was missing from each 
deposit. After a more thorough inspection of monthly tax documents that “Buzz” Thompson has filled out, 
Sandy noticed that the reported monthly gross revenue was $2,000 less than what had been actually counted. 

The employer is the only person handling the money after it has been counted. He is also the only one to 
deposit the money. When Sandy asked Mr. Thompson about revenue not being reported for tax purposes, he 
assured her that every dollar of income was reported on the tax forms. Furthermore, “Buzz” asserted that 
since Sandy wasn’t the person who signed the forms, she shouldn’t be concerned. 

  



 

10 Bidding on an Audit Engagement Proposal 

Topic:    Client/Engagement Acceptance 

Characters:   Joyce, Manager at a new audit firm 

Gary, In-Charge Accountant 

George and Sheila, Partners 

Due to the economic downturn, George and Sheila were laid off by a larger audit firm. They established a 
new audit firm and were able to attract a few clients in the first year. They also hired Joyce and Gary, who 
had been laid off by the same firm. Joyce had been a manager for the past three years. She has been told that 
she can make partner if she can quickly attract new clients. Gary was a staff accountant for three years and 
was promoted to in-charge accountant this past year. 

A prospective client in the construction industry contacted Joyce to bid on the company’s audit work. The 
client was upset over the audit fees charged by its present auditors. They were unhappy with the present 
auditors’ tax work and their delay in delivering a proposal on a new computerized accounting system. Joyce 
sees this situation as a perfect chance not only to secure a new audit client for the firm, but also to receive 
credit for bringing in more tax and consulting revenue. 

Joyce asks Gary to prepare a draft of the bid that will be submitted to the prospective client. Gary develops 
the bid based on a similar client in the same industry and his assessment of the risk associated with a new 
client. Joyce is concerned that the bid is too high. Joyce suggests that they may be able to hire interns from a 
local college accounting program to use on the audit. Gary is concerned about using inexperienced staff on 
the audit of a new client. He also read in a recent Audit Risk Alert published in the AICPA’s CPA Letter that 
auditors should be alert to cash flow problems for clients in the construction industry. Gary argues that the 
risk of loss could be higher than normal if they do not perform a quality audit. 

Joyce tells Gary not to worry or say anything to George about his concerns with the bid. She will handle any 
problems that come along, either with George or the client. Joyce argues that George will not complain about 
the lower audit fee because of the potential for the new tax and consulting work. By using lower-paid staff 
members and eating a little time, they could even come in at budget. Joyce also points out to Gary that once 
she makes partner, there will be a position open for him at the manager level. Joyce tells Gary to finish up 
the proposal based on her suggestions, since she needs to work on a bid for another prospective client. 

  



 

11 Ignore the Error? 
Topic:    Auditing/Materiality 
Characters:   Kelsey, Senior accountant for a local CPA firm 

Bruce, Audit manager for the same CPA firm 
Kelsey, a senior accountant at a multi-office CPA firm, is assigned to the audit of Compo Corporation. 
Compo is a closely held corporation and a major client of the firm. During the audit, Kelsey finds a material 
cutoff error that causes Compo’s income to be significantly misstated. Kelsey is aware that the CPA firm’s 
policy clearly states that the audit senior must document any potential material adjustment in the work 
papers. The partner in charge of the audit then makes the final determination of materiality. Kelsey also 
knows Compo does not want to make the adjustment. 

Before wrapping up the fieldwork, the audit manager, Bruce, tells Kelsey, “Let’s not mention this adjustment 
in the work papers. Since Compo is closely held and there are not tax implications, the partner has decided 
not to force an adjustment. Compo is our largest client. We need to get the Compo work up to the partner as 
soon as possible.” 

Kelsey is concerned and upset after the conversation with Bruce. Failure to document such a material amount 
just does not seem right. 

Truth or Consequences 
Topic:    Internal Reporting 
Characters:   Dawn Sunshine, Controller of a medium-sized company 

        Bill Donner, In-charge CPA 
Bill Donner, CPA, is the senior in-charge of an audit of a medium-sized ($20M in assets) client, Minter 
Metroplex. The controller of Minter is Dawn Sunshine, CPA, who had been a staff accountant with Bill’s 
firm. Dawn left the firm about a year ago. Dawn had worked with Bill in the past. They had dated 
approximately five years ago, before Dawn’s marriage. Bill had attempted to renew their relationship after 
Dawn’s divorce, but Dawn had not expressed any interest in dating him. 

During the year-end audit phase, Bill discovered, through his analytical review, that the gross profit ratio for 
Minter had been materially understated. His investigation revealed that the company failed to record last 
year’s LCM inventory adjustment to the perpetual records.  Although last year’s ending inventory control 
balance was written down, the individual inventory cost amounts were never revised downward. Therefore, 
this year’s gross profit and pretax were understated by $300,000. 

When Bill presented this evidence to Dawn, she agreed that her department had erred in not posting this prior 
year’s adjustment to the subsidiary inventory records. Unfortunately, because the interim financial 
statements reflected these depressed earnings, the company had laid off three administrative people, 
including one of Dawn’s assistants. 

Dawn was apprehensive about bringing this omission to management’s attention because of the layoffs and 
other corrective actions that Minter had pursued, including abandoning a $20,000 option payment made on a 
parcel of land for expansion of the warehouse facilities. 

Bill was sympathetic with Dawn’s anxiety about disclosing this information, since he felt that such an 
admission of oversight could have a detrimental impact on her career with Minter. Bill proposed that the 
$300,000 correction could be disguised as a recent reinterpretation of the uniform capitalization rules. 
Management had never understood these rules, and Bill knew that their ignorance – coupled with euphoria 
over additional income – would not lead to any additional questions regarding this windfall. Bill suggested to 
Dawn that they meet for dinner, and then go over to his place later to talk about it. Dawn agreed. 



 

12 Psych Me Out 

Topic:    Leadership (Communication, Power, Motivation) 

Characters:   Bob, Managing Partner 

Jerry, Partner 

Leandra, Stacy’s Supervisor 

Stacy, Junior Accountant 

The Psychologist 

Stacy is a recently hired employee of a growing local CPA firm. The partners of this firm have high 
expectations for Stacy, mainly because he scored near the top of his graduating class. However, nothing 
seems to flow right for Stacy at this firm. He is asked to perform at an advanced level on some jobs because 
of heavy firm turnover at the senior level. As a result of his inexperience, Stacy does not meet time budgets 
and much of his work on tax returns has to be redone. These problems have compounded to the point where 
no one thinks he can do anything right. Near the end of his first year, he told by his supervisor, Leandra, and 
the managing partner, Bob, that he is on six-month probation without a salary increase. Stacy is determined 
to prove that although he has the ability, he is simply improperly managed. 

During the past few months, the firm has suffered continued resignations of staff accountants. After Stacy 
mistakenly charges the wrong client account for a tax return, Jerry, the tax partner, loudly reprimands him in 
front of his peers and tells him, “Next time, it’s coming out of your paycheck.” Later that week, as Stacy is 
helping interview a candidate for one of the open accounting positions, he accidentally chips a glass table in 
the conference room with his Coke bottle. This time, Bob asks Stacy if his insurance policy will cover the 
table, and, if not, what he intends to do about it. 

Not long afterwards, the accounting staff finds out that a psychologist is coming to the firm for the week to 
assess the turnover problem, employee morale and overall firm productivity.  All remaining workers, 
including Stacy, describe the poor treatment of employees and awful work environment. Not surprisingly, 
the resulting report from the consultant points toward numerous management problems at the company. 
Shortly thereafter, the partners take the response personally, and rumors surface that they have put the firm 
up for sale. Still, the interviews for staff positions continue. The partners have asked all those who are 
interviewing candidates to present the firm in a positive and favorable manner. Stacy doesn’t know what to 
tell potential new hires about the opportunities and working conditions at this firm. 

  



 

13 Uncharged Hours 

Topic:    Performance Appraisal 

Characters:  Dave Leppla, First-year in-charge on a not-for-profit engagement 

Bob Wilson, Engagement manager 

Dave Leppla has recently completed his second year on the audit staff of a CPA firm. During the past year, 
he was assigned as a staff-level auditor to the first-year audit of the financial statements of a not-for-profit 
speech and hearing clinic. Dave has been assigned the in-charge responsibility on this year’s audit 
engagement and believes that if all goes well, he stands an excellent chance of being promoted to senior 
auditor later in the year. In addition to Dave, the audit team includes a first-year staff person, the engagement 
manager (Bob Wilson) and the engagement partner. Among seniors, Bob Wilson is thought to be somewhat 
difficult to work for, although he is widely believed to be a good bet for admission to the partnership before 
long. Similar to last year’s engagement letter, the current engagement letter specifies a fixed-fee billing 
arrangement. 

Dave initially believed that the budgeted audit hours would be sufficient, and early on he conveyed that 
expectation to Bob. However, as the budgeted hours were nearly exhausted, Dave realized that there were 
several days of audit work and related administrative tasks yet to be completed. He was uncertain how much 
his inexperience as an in-charge, or his relative unfamiliarity with voluntary health and welfare 
organizations, would factor in an imminent budget overrun. Also, in Dave's view, the staff-level auditor’s 
inexperience had contributed to problems in meeting the budget. 

One Saturday morning at the CPA firm's office, Bob saw Dave working on some of the engagement's “loose 
ends,” and he asked Dave whether the audit would be completed within the budget. Dave couldn’t very well 
avoid acknowledging the reality of the situation, and he wondered how much responsibility he should take 
personally. He was aware that the firm had no policy on “eating time.” When Dave commented cautiously 
that he didn’t know how he could finish the engagement with the few remaining hours in the budget, Bob 
replied without expression, “Well, I trust you’ll make the right decision.”  
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